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1. Introduction
There are mainly two outstanding characteristics for the developing trend of robotics: on
one hand, the robotic application fields expand gradually and robotic species increase day
by day; on the other hand, the robotic performance improves constantly, gradually
developing towards intellectualization.
To make robots have intelligence and reactions to environmental changes, first of all, robots
should have the abilities of environmental perception, so using sensors to collect
environmental information is the first step for robotic intellectualization; secondly, the
significant embodiment of robotic intellectualization is how to deal with the environmental
information gained by sensors comprehensively. Therefore, sensors and their information
processing systems complement each other, offering decision-making basis to robotic
intelligent work[1]. So the intelligent feature of intelligent robots is its interactive ability with
external environment, where the visual, tactile, approaching and force sense have great
significance, especially the visual sense which is deemed to be the most important one.
Sensor-based robotic intelligent engineering has become a significant direction and research
focus[2-5].
Vision is one of the most important senses for human being. Over 70% information obtained
from external environment for human is done by vision, so visual information processing is
one of the core tasks for current information researches. Human eyes collect massive
information from their environment, and then according to knowledge or experience, the
cerebrum fulfills the processing work such as machining and reasoning so as to recognize
and understand surrounding environment. Likewise, robotic vision is to install visual
sensors for robots, simulating human vision, collecting information from image or image
sequence and recognizing the configuration and movement of objective world so as to help
robots fulfill lots of difficult tasks[6]. In industry, robots can auto-install parts automatically[7],
recognize accessories, track welding seams[8-11], cut material willingly, and so on; in business,
they can be utilized to patrol, track and alarm automatically[12-17]; in the aspect of remote
sensing, they can be used to survey, map and draw voluntarily. The visual devices of mobile
robots could not only recognize indoor or outdoor scenery, carry out path tracking and
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autonomous navigation, and fulfill tasks such as moving dangerous materials, detecting
field rearward situation of enemy, sweeping landmine in enemy areas, and so on[18-24], but
also automatically watch military targets, judge and track moving targets. Therefore,
without visual systems, it is hard for robots to response to surrounding environment in an
intelligent and sweet way.
In general, robotic vision means industrial visual systems operating together with robots,
and its several basic issues include image filtering, edge feature extraction, workpiece pose
determination, and so on. By means of introducing visual systems into robots, the
operational performance of robots is extended greatly, which makes robots have a better
adaptability to complete tasks. Besides satisfying low price, robotic visual systems should
also meet demands such as good discrimination abilities towards tasks, real-time
performance, reliability, universality, and so on. In recent years, the studies on robotic vision
have become a research focus in robotic field, and many different solutions to improve the
performance of visual systems are proposed in succession[25-26]. Of course, these solutions
unavoidably require a higher demand on visual system and data processing ability on
computers, especially real-time performance which is called more difficulties.
An important characteristic of robotic visual system is that its information data amount is
large, and it demands a high processing rate to meet real-time controlling. Although the
operation speed of resent computers has been very high, the information transmission and
processing rate still can not satisfy the robotic real-time perceptual system. So processing
rate is a bottleneck of robotic visual system urgently needing to be resolved based on
practical purpose. At present, many researches are devoting into this problem, whose
methods mainly include perfecting computer program, adopting parallel processing
technology based on Transputer or optical information processing technology to improve
image processing rate.
1.1 Design of robotic visual system based on photoelectric hybrid
Image feature extraction is one of the research emphases in robotic visual fields. People used
to utilize various software algorithms to do this. Recently, along with the improvement of
computer performance and the present of high performance algorithm, the processing rate
of image feature extraction is raised greatly, but it still can not meet the real-time demand.
For this reason, the photoelectric hybrid method is designed to realize robotic visual system.
Optical information processing indicates using optical methods to realize various
transformations or treatments to the input information. Optical image information can be
treated by optical methods. According to mathematics, the function of optical lens to
luminous beam can be seemed as one kind of Fourier transformation. A serious of Fourier
transformation theorems all have their correspondences in optical diffraction phenomena.
The function of Fourier transformation is to separate the mixed information of images in
frequency domain in order to treat it in spatial frequency spectrum, that is the basic
principle of optical information processing. According to cohence between time and space of
the using illuminant, optical information processing can be divided into coherent optical
information processing, incoherent optical information processing and white light optical
information processing. Coherent optical information processing is commonly used, because
its processing abilities are more flexible and varied than incoherent optical information
processing.
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Making full use of optical functions such as large-capacity, fast response and parallel
processing, two-dimensional optical processing get widely used. However, it has some
inherent defects: firstly, a pure optical processing is hard to program. Although a pure optical
system to complete certain tasks can be designed, it can not be used in some situations needing
flexibility; secondly, optical system based on Fourier transformation is a simulation system, so
it can not reach high precise; moreover, optical system can not make judgment, but some
electronic system can do this. Even the simplest judgment is based on the comparison between
output value and storage value, which can not realize without electronics.
In addition, the weakness of the optical system just stresses the advantages of the electronic
system, for example, accuracy, controllability and programmability are all the characteristics
of digital computers. Therefore, the idea that combining the optical system to the electronic
system is very natural. By means of this approach, the optical quick processing and
parallelism is widely used.
1.2 Hybrid optical signal processing system
Optical spectrum analysis systems, optical filtering systems and other optics-related systems
have in common that they all perform two-dimensional processing at the same time and
have simple structures. However, compared with computer data processing system, there
are two drawbacks with them: Firstly, low accuracy, which is determined by the quality of
optical system, especially by the photosensitive materials used to manufacture the filters;
secondly, poor flexibility. Once the image types change, it is necessary to make their
corresponding filters, and it is better to make them in the same device to get a better effect.
The speed of current computer processing system is low and two-dimensional images
contain a large amount of information, so it is necessary to get a high-speed and
large-capacity computer to meet these requirements. But even with such advanced
computer, it still can not meet the needs of real-time control. Therefore, when two methods
combine, both of them can learn from each other and supplement each other. According to
the characteristic of optical fast property, the image can be preprocessed to get a low
accuracy one with little information. With this input, the computer capacity and its
processing time can be greatly reduced, thus the requirements of real-time systems are met.
With the development of national economy, scientific technology and national defense
construction, information processing capacity and speed have been put forward higher and
higher requirements. Because of optical information processing and optical computing with
faster processing speed, large flow information and many other features, it has become an
important research field in modern optical systems.
These characteristics of optical information processing system are attributed to its use of
light (light waves) as information carriers. First of all, just as other electromagnetic waves,
the light waves also have a number of physical parameters, such as amplitude, phase,
frequency, polarization state, and so on, and they can be modulated to carry information.
Then, light has high frequency up to 3.9-7.5  1014Hz in the visible light range, which allows
the transmitted signals to have great bandwidth. In addition, the light has a very short
wavelength and fast spreading speed in the range of 400-760nm among the visible light
range, together with the principle of independent propagation of light wave, it can transfer
two-dimensional information distributed in the same plane to another surface with high
resolution capacity via optical system, so as to provide conditions for two-dimensional
“parallel” processing.
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Making full use of the optical large capacity and parallel processing capabilities,
two-dimensional optical processing has gained a wide range of applications. The particular
interesting applications are the processing of the image correlation in pattern recognition,
image subtraction used in robotic vision and digital processing adopted in optical
computing. Although optical correlator based on the general holographic filtering technique
has already put forward for a long time, the concept of programmability in optical signal
processing is introduced recently. Owing to the latest developments of perfect spatial light
modulator and the photorefractive crystal, various real-time hybrid optical signal processing
system (microcomputer-based optical processor) can be established.
The first way to realize microcomputer-based optical processors is to use 4f (f denotes focal
length) optical processing devices, the importation and spatial filter of which are produced
by the programmable Spatial Light Modulator ( SLM ), as shown in fig.1. Programmable
complex conjugate Fourier transform of the reference pattern is generated by
microcomputer on SLM2. Consequently, CCD detector array can be used to detect the
cross correlation between importation and reference pattern, then the detected signals can
give a feedback to the microcomputer used for display and judgment. It is evident that if
there is enough Spatial Bandwidth Product ( SBP ) and resolution for SLM to show the
plural spatial filter generated by computer, a programmable real-time optical signal
processors can be realization in 4f structures.

1. Object; 2.CCD camera; 3. Microcomputer; 4. CCD detector array; 5. Fourier transform
lensL2; 6.SLM2; 7. Fourier transform lensL1; 8.SLM1; 9. Collimating lens; 10. Pinhole filter;
11.lasers
Fig. 1. Optical processor based on computer
The second way to realize the mixed optical processors is to apply the structure of joint
Fourier transform, the importation and spatial impulse response of which can be displayed
in the input Spatial Light Modulator namely SLM1, as shown in fig. 2. For example,
programmable spatial reference functions and importation can be produced side-by-side, so
the Joint-transform Power spectrums (JTPS) can be detected by CCD1. Then, JTPS is
displayed on SLM2, and the cross correlation between importation and reference function
can be obtained in the back focal plane of the Fourier transform lens FTL2. From the above,
it is easy to educe that real-time mixed optical processor can be achieved with joint
transform structures.
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1. BS---Beam Splitter; 2. L---Collimating Lens; 3. FTL---Fourier Transform Lens
Fig. 2. Joint transform processor based on computer
Although hybrid optical structure functions of the 4f system and joint transform system are
basically same, they have an important difference, that is the integrated spatial filter (such as
Fourier holograms) has nothing to do with the input signal, but the joint power spectrum
displayed on the SLM2 (such as joint transform filter) is related with the input signal.
Therefore, non-linear filtering can be used in the 4f system, but in general not in joint
transform system, which would leads to undesirable consequences (e.g., false alarm and low
noise ratio of the output).
1.3 The optical realization of Fourier transform
Fourier transform is one of the most important mathematical tools among numerous
scientific fields (in particular, signal processing, image processing, quantum physics, and so
on). From a practical point of view, when one considers the Fourier analysis, it usually refers
to (integral) Fourier transform and Fourier series.
1.3.1 Fourier transform

At first, look at the state in one-dimensional situation, suppose a signal as g
Fourier transform can be defined as:

G  f    g  x  exp(ifx )dx


Where,

G f 

(1)



G f 

is called as Fourier transform or frequency spectrum of g

denotes a physical quantity in a certain spatial domain,

x  , and its

x  . If g x 

is the representation of this

physical quantity in the frequency domain. Its inverse transform is defined as:

g  x    G  f  exp(ifx )df
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In (1), the content of the component with the frequency
time or space variable, and

and

e

f 

in

g x 

is

G f  , x

is a

x 

denotes the component content of time frequency or

spatial frequency. Equation (1) indicates that G
 j 2fx

f
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is the integral of the product of g

  to +  . Equation (2) indicates that g  x 

which denotes the index function of the simple harmonic motion or the plane

wave, ranging from

a linear superposition of a series of simple harmonic motion or plane waves, while
is the weight function in the superposition computing.

Then, look at the state in two-dimensional situation, suppose a signal as g
Fourier transform can be defined as:

G u, v  

G f 

can be decomposed into

  g ( x, y) exp[i 2 (ux  vy)]dxdy

x, y  , and its





(3)

The inverse transformation of (3) is :

g  x, y  

  G (u, v) exp[i 2 (ux  vy)]dudv





(4)

The existence conditions of the transformation are as follows:
1. g ( x, y ) is absolutely integrable in the whole plane;
2. In the whole plane,

g ( x, y ) only has a finite number of discontinuous points, and in any

finite region only with a finite number of extremum;

3. There is no infinite discontinuous point with g ( x, y ) .
The conditions mentioned above are not necessary. In fact, "physical reality" is the sufficient
condition for transformation. But for most of the optical system, the function expressions of
signals are two-dimensional. For optical Fourier transform, x and y are spatial variables, but
u and v are spatial frequency variables.
1.3.2 Optical Fourier transform and

4f

optical system

Known from information optics, far-field diffraction has characteristics of Fourier transform.
As the back focal planes of thin lens or lens group are equivalent to  , it can be educed that
any optical system having positive focal length should have the function of Fourier
transform.
In coherent optical processing system, what the system transfers and processes is the
distribution information of complex amplitude of optical images, and in general the system
meets the principle of superposition to complex amplitude distribution.
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Fig. 3. Optical filter system
In physical optics, the Abbe - Porter experimental system is a coherent optical processing
system: using all kinds of spatial filters to change the spectrums of objects and images so as
to change the structures of images, that is to make optical processing for the input
information (optical information). Seen from geometrical optics, the

4f

optical system is

an imaging system with two confocal lenses and its magnification is -1. In general, the

4f

x , y 

optical system (also known as dual-lens system) as shown in fig. 3 is often used to carry

x, y 

on coherent optical processing: the output plane
plane of FTL1, the input plane

is overlapped with the front focal

is overlapped with the back focal plane of FTL2, and

spectrum plane is located in the coincidence position of the back focal plane of FTL1 and the
front focal plane of FTL2. Irradiate the object with collimating coherent light, and its
frequency spectrum will appear in the frequency plane, that is, when the input plane is
located in the front focal plane of Fourier transform lens FTL1, the accurate Fourier

~

transform of the object function E ( x, y ) can be get from the back focal plane of FTL1:
 ~
~
E (u, v )    E ( x, y ) exp i 2 (x  y )dxdy

(5)



Where

u  f ,   f ---coordinates of the back focal plane of FTL1.

transform lens FTL2, the Fourier transform of the spectral function E ( x ,

y ) can

Because the back focal plane of FTL1 is overlapped with the front focal plane of Fourier

~

from the back focal plane of FTL2:

Where x 

 ~
~
E ( x , y )    E (u, v ) exp i 2 ( u, v )dudv


 f , y   f ---coordinates of the back focal plane of FTL2.
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Therefore, (5) is substituted into (6), and the result is shown as follows:

 ~
~
~
E ( x , y )    E ( x, y ) ( x  x , y  y )dxdy  E ( x , y )


(7)

This equation shows that after twice Fourier transform, the final output image function of
the object function

~
E ( x, y ) is

same as its input image function, only being a reversed

image.
Coherent optical information processing is normally carried out in the frequency domain，
that is, using various spatial filters to change the spectrum in the spectrum plane so as to
change the output image to achieve the purpose of image processing. This kind of operation
which changes the spectrum components is entitled “Spatial Frequency Filtering”, and
“Spatial Filtering” for short.
Based on the assumption that complex amplitude transmission coefficient of spatial filter

~ u v  , the spectrum function passing through the spatial filter is:
 f , f 


~  u v  ~ u v   u v 
E  ,   E  , ~
t  , 
 f f 
 f f   f f 

is t

Neglecting the aperture effect of lenses,

~ u v
E  ,
 f f

frequency





~ u v 
E  , 
 f f 

(8)

is the spectrum of image, but

is the spectrum of input object (image). The object-image relationship in the

domain

 u v 
~
t  ,  of
 f f 

depends

on

the

complex

amplitude

transmission

coefficient

the spatial filter. From a standpoint of transfer function, the complex

amplitude transmission coefficient of the spatial filter is the coherent transfer function of
system, and in optical information processing system, it is the filter function. Therefore,
loading what kind of filter function in the spectrum plane is the key to achieve the ultimate
image processing. Thus, if the spectrum of the wavelet function is added to the public focal
plane of two lenses, the frequency composition of object information can be changed,
namely changing the object information. Then, after the inverse transform of the second lens,
image of the treated object is obtained.
From inputting object to spectrum, it is the process of decomposition of various frequency
components; from spectrum to outputting object, it is the process of re-synthesis of various
frequency components. Due to the restriction of finite size pupil in the spectrum plane,
frequency components which is re-synthesized in the image plane has lost high frequency
components beyond the cut-off frequency of system, so the
essentially a low-pass filtering system.
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1.4 Robotic visual system realization based on photoelectronic hybrid
According to the above analysis, it is known that if there are proper filters placed in the
public focal plane of the 4f system, the image information can be improved. Therefore, if a
suitable wavelet filter can be designed and placed in this plane, the features of the image
information is able to extract out, which will significantly reduce the image information
collected into computers，so that the workload of computer software will be also greatly
reduced to enhance the real-time performance of robot vision. Based on this principle, and
fully taking into account the high parallel and high-capacity characteristics of the optical
information processing, the robotic visual system is designed as shown in fig. 4.

1.Imaging objective lens (L1); 2. OA-SLM; 3. Polarization splitter prism; 4.Collimating lens; 5.
Collimating lens; 6. Semiconductor laser; 7.FTL1; 8.EASLM; 9. FTL2; 10.CCD; 11.Computer
Fig. 4. Optical-electronical hybrid implementation visual system
Through lens (L1), external target (object) is imaged in the optical addressing spatial light
modulator (OA-SLM) which is equal to an imaging negative, and then is read out by
collimating coherent light to realize conversion from the non-coherent light to coherent light.
The process is as follows: by collimating lens, the laser produced by lasers is transformed
into parallel light irradiating into the polarization prism, and then the prism refracts
polarized light to OA-SLM. The read-out light of OA-SLM goes back along the original
route, then incidents into the first Fourier lens (FTL1) through the polarization prism. After
the optical Fourier transform, the spectrum of object information is obtained in the back
focal plane of FTL1. Place electrical addressing spatial light modulator (EA-SLM) in
spectrum plane, and load spectrum of filter function for EA-SLM via computer, then the
EA-SLM will become a spatial filter. In this way, after going through EALSM, object
information passes through spatial filtering and its spectrum has changed. That is, it
completes the product with the read-out image spectrum. If a suitable filter function is
chosen, an appropriate spatial filter will be created, and it will be able to achieve a good
filtering effect. Because EASLM is also located in the front focal plane of FTL2, after affected
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by the second Fourier lens (FTL2), object information completes the inverse Fourier
transform and transits back to the spatial domain from the frequency domain. In this way,
the image information collected by CCD is the information passing through spatial filtering,
namely the information extracted object features, so its amount will greatly reduced. Then,
input this simplified information into computer system. The workload of computer software
is also greatly decreased, and its runtime is shorten greatly, so its real-time performance is
enhanced greatly.
Known from the above analysis, the innovation of this proposed visual system is to do
spatial filtering for object information by adopting filters, and then to extract object features
so as to reduce the workload of computer software, as optical information processing speed
is the speed of light, so that it can enhance the real-time performance of vision.
1.5 The optical devices of the photoelectric hybrid-based robotic visual system
The designed photoelectric hybrid-based robotic visual system is composed of object reader,
4f optical system and computer coding electrical addressing spatial light modulator. The
devices mainly include coherent light collimator, optical addressing spatial light modulator,
polarization splitter prism，Fourier transform lenses, electrical addressing spatial light
modulator, and so on.
1.5.1 The object reading device
As shown in fig.5, the main parts of the object reading device consist of spatial light
modulator, polarization splitter prism，coherent light collimator, illuminant of writing light,
illuminant of reading light, and so on.

Fig. 5. Object reading principle of visual system
Under the irradiation of writing light (white light), the object images in OA-SLM. As
reading light, collimating coherent light is reflected after irradiating in OA-SLM. In this way,
the object information is coupled to the reflected beam, that is, the reflected beam has
carried the object information. Then, the reflected light is reflected by polarization splitter
prism to read the object image.
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2. The design of coherent light collimator
Taking into account that the visual system should reliable and durable and its structure
should compact, DL230382033 type low current, heat-resistant semiconductor laser is
selected as illuminant of writing light. Its wavelength λ is 635 nm, output power is 10mW,

and the working environment temperature is range from  10 C to  50 C . As the
semiconductor laser beam is astigmatic elliptical Gaussian beam, after going through
extender lens, the low-frequency part of this Gaussian beam is located in the vicinity of
optical axis, while the high-frequency component is far away from the optical axis. To this
end, an aperture diaphragm is placed in the back focal plane of the extender lens L1 (as
shown in fig. 6), in order to filter out high-frequency component and high-frequency
interference noise, so as to improve the quality of coherent light beam.




Fig. 6. Generation of collimated light beam
There is an average divergence angle for laser beams due to the width of the waist of
Gaussian beam. Considering the influence of divergence angle to the area of focused spot,
an aperture diaphragm with d = 15μm is selected by calculating. As shown in fig. 6, the
proportion relation between the corresponding edges of the similar triangles is:

f1 f 2  DL1 DL 2

Where,

f1

and

f2

respectively denote the focal lengths of extender lens and collimating

lens; DL1 and DL2 respectively represent the light-passing diameters of extender lens and
collimating lens.
Hence, it can be computed that the focal length of collimating lens

f2

is 190 mm, and the

diameter of collimating light spot is 32mm. The two in fig. 8 respectively represent
experimental results of the beams in distance of 500mm and 1000mm from the collimator.
The collimation degree of collimator is 0.4%, reaching the desired design effect.
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Fig. 7. Photo of collimating device

Distance l  500 mm
Distance
Fig. 8. Experiment results of collimated light beam

l  1000

mm

3. Optical addressing spatial light modulator (OA-SLM)
Optical addressing spatial light modulator (OA-SLM), namely Liquid Crystal Light Valve
(LCLV), under the control of illuminant signal, it can modulate light wave, and write the
information recorded by source signals into incident coherent light wave. The main
performance parameters of LCLV are shown in Table 1. The photo of OA-SLM is shown in
Fig. 9.
Size of image plane
lowest energy of writing light
exposure dose of the threshold
lowest energy of reading light

45  45 mm
6.3 W

2

gray level

/ cm

spatial resolution 55 Lp / mm

3.7 Erg / cm

2

responding time

30-40 ms

2

contrast gradient

150

4.0 W

/ cm

Table 1. The main performance parameters of LCLV
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Fig. 9. Photo of O-SLM

4. Real-time reading of object image
By the experiment of object reading device, intensity of writing light, the distance between
liquid crystal light valve and polarization splitting prism, as well as working voltage and
frequency of liquid crystal light valve all have obvious influence on reading light.
Firstly, intensity of reading light and writing light is non-simple corresponding, curves of
input and output is campaniform. In upward section, with increase of writing light intensity,
reading light intensity monotonously increased, and the output of liquid crystal light valve
was positive image, as shown in fig. 10(a). In descent segment, with increase of writing
light，reading light intensity monotonously decreased, and the output of liquid crystal light
valve was inverse image, as shown in fig. 10(b).

(a) Positive image
Fig. 10. Experiment results of reading light

(b) Inverse image

Secondly, orthogonal experiment between working voltage and working frequency was
done, and the results showed that when working frequency was about 3.3 kHz, the output
was best, working frequency influence scope was 2.7kHz≤f≤3.5 kHz. In certain working
frequency, when voltage was 3.2v or 5.2v, clear object information can be obtained.
Compared to original image, the reading object information had some noise, but the
obtained image was clear.
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4.1 Fourier Transform Lenses of optical system
The design characteristics of Fourier Transform Lens of 4f system is：its requirements are
that every point of front focal plane give off light through lens focus a point of rear focal
plane accurately, a point of front focal plane give off light through lens is mutual parallel,
and two conjugate surfaces must have sinusoidal conditions.
Fourier transform lenses are used in the conditions of homochromatism. If one lens is
needed to adapt to several wavelength light, the method is to increase color difference of
axial direction, and different wavelength use different focal plane. In addition, focal length
of Fourier transform Lens is longer, if focal length is large enough, it can scatter all levels
spectrum, and introduce reference light easily. Meanwhile, numbers of lenses should
decrease as less as possible to reduce coherent light noise.
As Focal length of Fourier transform Lens is longer, to shorten structure size of system,
symmetry distance-based Fourier transform Lens structure is adopted.

5. The optical parameters determination of Fourier lens
Double long-distance Fourier transform lens can shorten the distance between pre- focus
and post-focus so as to reduce the structure size of the optical processing system. In addition,
because variables of this Fourier lens to eliminate aberration are more, it is benefit to enlarge
pore sizes and field of view.
Because Fourier transform lens computes the complex amplitude of object function, in order
to ensure sufficient computing precision, its aberration is need to be strictly corrected. The
wave aberration is usually controlled within the diffraction limit, namely ( 1

4

to

1 10 ) λ.

Therefore, as long as system variables are enough, adopting Fourier transform lens with
symmetry structures is beneficial. Thus, in order to adapt to the photoelectric hybrid-based
robotic visual system, the double long-distance structure is selected.
The main optical parameters of Fourier transform lens are focal length f, the object plane, the
working size of spectrum plane, and so on. According to the requirements of 4f coherent
processing system, the specific conditions of actual devices are as follows: coherent working
wavelength  is 635nm , and the maximum diameter of lighting parallel beam is about

25mm

which is determined by the light-passing diameter of polarization splitter prism,

and limits the object plane size as a window function W ( x, y ) . In the spectrum plane, a
computer-controlled Thin Film Transistor Liquid Crystal Displays (TFT-LCD) is adopted as
a spatial filter, so the size of TFT-LCD determines the size of the spectrum plane. In the
object plane, OA-SLM is used as an input device, and its spatial resolution limits the highest
spatial frequency of object function image. According to the formula u
when the highest spatial frequency

 m (or  m )

 f 1 , v  f1 ,

of the object and the maximum size

2u m (or 2v m ) of spectrum plane are known, the focal length of the Fourier transform lens
FTL1 can be determined:
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Similarly, for FTL2, its spectrum plane size is same as that of FTL1, and its image plane size
is determined by the receiver (CCD), so the focal length of the Fourier transform lens FTL2
should meet the following relationship:

f 2  f1

Where

 

W
 f1 
W

(10)

f2
W
—linear magnification of 4f imaging system.

f1
W

In photoelectric hybrid-based robotic visual system, the main working parameters of the
selected devices are as follows:
1. Optical Addressing Spatial Light Modulator (OA-SLM)
Its spatial frequency is

1 max  40lp / mm , and the light-passing diameter is 40mm .

2. Thin Film Transistor Liquid Crystal Displays (TFT-LCD)
SVGA1 produced in British CRL company is introduced, and its spatial frequency is

 2 max  30lp / mm

;

the

size

of

Liquid

Crystal

28.48mm(W )  20.16mm( H ) .
3. CCD: its camera element is 1 2 inch, and the resolution is 600 lines.
4. Polarization splitter prism: the working area is  25mm .

Display

is

Based on these data, optical parameters of FTL1 and FTL2 are as shown in Table 2.

Fourier Transform Lens

focal length

FTL1
381mm
FTL2
252mm
Table 2. Optical parameters of FTL1 and FTL2

image (object)
plane size
25mm
25mm

spectrum plane
size
25mm
25mm

Affected by pixel size of EA-SLM of loading spatial filter and array structure, a number of
images will overlapped in the output plane of the processing system. In order to separate
these images, the input object plane size should be reduced to meet the following
relationship:

We   F f1

Where,

(11)

We —Limited working size of the object plane;

 F —Spatial resolution of filter.

WL  7.25mm , WL  9.7 mm . However, in order to

According to formula (10) and (11), limited sizes of object plane and image plane can be
obtained, and they respectively are

make optical elements have good generality, they are still designed in accordance with
Table 2.
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6. Comprehensive evaluation of optical design result
and image quality of Fourier lenses
According to the demand of design, the structures of the designed Fourier transform lenses
and optical parameters are shown as fig. 11, fig. 12, table 3 and table 4 respectively. Their
geometric aberration, wave aberration and optical modulation transfer function curves are
shown as fig. 13, 14, 15 and 16. Two Fourier transform lenses are shown as fig. 17 and fig. 18.

Fig. 11. Optical system of FTL1 (Unit: mm)
focal length f
object distance LF

381.01
-140.05

relative aperture D/f
object plane, spectrum
plane diameter D
140.05
coherent
spectral plane
wavelength λ
distance L’F
cylinder length L
180.25
maximum wave
aberration W
distance between
460.35
disposable highest
two focus D
spatial frequency v
Table 3. Main optical parameters of FTL1 system (Unit: mm)

Fig. 12. Optical system of FTL2 (Unit: mm)
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1/15.24
25
635nm
0．088λ
51.6lp/mm

The robotic visual information processing system
based on wavelet transformation and photoelectric hybrid

focal length f
object distance LF

252.01
-32.48

relative aperture D/f
object plane, spectrum
plane diameter D
spectral plane
32.48
coherent
distance L’F
wavelength λ
cylinder length L
153.69
maximum wave
aberration W
distance of
218.65
disposable highest
two focus D
spatial frequency v
Table 4. Main optical parameters of FTL2 system (Unit: mm)

Fig. 13. Spherical aberration of FTl

Fig. 14. Astigmatism and distortion of FTL
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1/10.1
25
635nm
0.1λ
78.1p/mm
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